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Executive Summary 

EASTLEIGH SOUTHERN PARISHES OLDER PEOPLE’S FORUM (ESPOPF) has surveyed older people’s 
experience of emergencies and published a report called “Alarming Conclusions”.  It is ESPOPF’s seventh 
piece of research and, like the others, it has been conducted entirely by older people.

In 2015, several ESPOPF members reported experiencing faults and delays in the repair of their telephone 
landlines, rendering their personal alarms also out of action. These caused anxiety and distress. One member 
was so concerned that she reported her experience to her MP and the ESPOPF Committee, who decided that 
ESPOPF should research these problems.

Following the usual brainstorming session to determine the issues, a team of researchers was assembled 
and the members compiled, piloted, amended and circulated a questionnaire called “Coping in Emergencies”, 
with interview invitations, to 3,000 past and present members. 

404 respondents returned their questionnaires and 30 requests for interviews were received.  It soon became 
evident that just over half the respondents had no emergencies to report, and only 1 in 5 people had personal 
alarms.  2 in 5 had experienced problems with repair of faults on their telephone lines and, in some cases, the 
repair delay was severe.

The focus of the research then turned to discovering what support, other than landline telephones and 
personal alarms, was available for older people in emergency situations.  Although personal alarms were 
valued for providing a feeling of security, mobile phones soon emerged as better value in most cases. 
However, although 84% of respondents possessed mobile phones, many did not use them and not one was 
aware of their special features for use in emergencies. The focus groups demonstrated that some older people 
remained reluctant to use their mobile phones - even after the benefits were demonstrated.

Investigations by individual researchers revealed information about providers of telephone services, details 
of their fault repair services and other associated products. Ofcom lays down standards for providers of 
landlines, under Section 48 of the Communications Act 2003, but waits for individual complaints before 
investigating whether there is compliance.

The interviews provided older people’s experience of emergencies and strategies for coping. They led to 
the realisation that there is an urgent need for individuals, if possible with their families and neighbours, 
to assess risks and develop strategies to prevent emergencies. However, it is recognised that individual 
initiatives must be seen in the context of community support by the statutory services for health and social 
care and these are dependent on more financial support being provided by Government. 

Recommendations are made to Government about ring-fenced funding for services for older people, and to 
local government about the importance of encouraging and enabling caring and age-friendly communities, 
for without them the future will be very bleak for the growing numbers of older people experiencing 
emergencies.

Further recommendations are made to providers of personal alarms, telephone landlines and mobile 
phones to improve their marketing and services to older people, especially those who are vulnerable; also 
to professionals and community groups to take opportunities to show older people how to use their mobile 
phones in emergency situations.



Introduction
Eastleigh Southern Parishes Older People’s Forum (ESPOPF) was established in 2000 as an independent 
group open to all those over 55 years living in the southern parishes of Eastleigh Borough Council. 
It provides a platform for the expression of older people’s concerns on local and national issues and 
represents these concerns to statutory authorities, voluntary organisations and the wider public. Its main 
activities are campaigning and research and research reports were published between 2004 and 2011.

In 2015, most ESPOPF members were between 75 and 90 years old. This increase in age determined the 
research topic: getting help in emergency situations, especially for vulnerable older people living alone.  

On Monday 13th July 2015, an ESPOPF member, a registered disabled person living alone, found that her 
phone was dead. She telephoned BT on her mobile phone and spoke to someone at the call centre. She talked 
about her personal alarm and why the telephone line was essential to her. The man seemed to understand, 
promised priority and said it would take 24 - 36 hours.

On Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday she telephoned again and received a different response each time.  
On Friday, a neighbour told her that his problem with BT had been resolved when a mutual friend took it up 
on Twitter. She contacted the friend, who at once contacted Twitter. Within 3 hours her phone was working 
again.

The member was extremely concerned about the unacceptable delay and the likely effect on people reliant on 
personal alarms in emergencies. She felt that BT, and any other provider, should be obliged to do immediate 
repairs for vulnerable people, especially those living alone and, for instance, have fallen, had a heart attack 
or broken a hip; that it was not enough to have call centre staff sounding kind and caring. She believed that 
a firm providing a monopoly repair service should be held to account. She asked ESPOPF to investigate the 
problem and referred the matter to her MP.

Several other, similar experiences were brought to ESPOPF’s attention. One initial area for investigation 
appeared to be the mis-selling of personal alarms as providing instant help in emergencies, when activating 
them relied on a working telephone. The other was the alleged dilatory repair service available to vulnerable 
end-users by providers of landlines and other services.

ESPOPF decided to embark on research to discover the extent of these problems and to embrace the wider focus 
of investigating emergencies and how older people coped with them. 

No previous research appeared to have been done.
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Aim
To explore and expose the problems experienced by older people in accessing support during emergency 
situations and to prompt them, as individuals, to assess risks and make informed choices about 
preventing and coping in such situations.

Methodology
 1  In  late 2015, the subject of coping during emergencies was brought to ESPOPF’s attention as a real and 
      growing problem for older people and a potential research subject.

2  A brainstorming session was held at an Open Meeting on November 17th 2015 to determine the issues and 
     extent of the problem. 16 members aged 70-92 attended.  The main issues that emerged were whether 
     personal alarms were fit for purpose and the shortcomings of BT’s Priority Fault Repair Service for 
     Vulnerable Users. (Appendix 1 )

3  On January 26th 2016, a self-selected group of 9 members - mostly Committee members -  met for 
     the first researchers’ meeting to select research tools and consider the urgent need to make use of the 
     existing Freepost licence for the survey returns. It was due to expire in June.  A provisional timetable for the 
     research was agreed. It included the designing and production of a questionnaire; organising a pilot study; 
     amendments; printing and distribution of the questionnaire and invitations to interviews.

4  After several meetings, the questionnaire was agreed and piloted at a Falls Clinic involving 8 patients.  
     Amendments were made and the final version was circulated with interview invitations in the March 
     ESPOPF Newsletter. 

5  By June 6th 2016, 404 completed questionnaires and 30 requests for interviews had been received. 
     Inputting the data began and it was soon evident that comparatively few respondents had personal alarms. 
     The majority had mobile phones, but were not aware that they also had facilities to contact keyholders in 
     emergencies. More emphasis was directed then to researching the potential of mobile phones to assist in 
     emergencies.

6  Interviews began almost immediately and questionnaire results were analysed, using pivot tables or 
     single-choice questions. Supporting text was written.

7  Mini-focus groups were organised at an Open Meeting, where older people were asked to bring their 
     mobile phones to share information about use and expertise (see Appendix 2). 

8  Individual researchers investigated:
 1 Comparison of alarm providers 
 2  Local personal alarm providers (HCC and One Community)
 3  Telephone Priority-Repair Services
 4  Ofcom Special Measures for vulnerable end-users (correspondence)
 5  Setting up emergency facilities on mobile phones
 6  General comparison of personal alarms and mobile phones
 7  Computer Skills Course for older people at local arts centre

9     It was established that no previous academic research had been undertaken in this field.

10 Two researchers compiled the report for the graphic designer, who enhanced and prepared the report for
       printing by 15th November 2016 when the research was launched. 
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Limitations
The sample of 3,000 ESPOPF members and the two local groups is not representative of the population at 
large, being a self-selected group of members of over 60 years in Eastleigh’s southern parishes. Previous 
analysis (“Growth Negligence” page13) shows that ESPOPF respondents to that survey had “a distribution 
that is similar to that of the southern parishes population”.

Many respondents have been provided with their personal alarms and mobile phones, but do not know the 
names of the telephone and alarm providers, how they were set up, how to use them and their costs and 
capabilities. 

Research of older people is not an exact science.  Some questions rely on the memories of the respondents. 
The large numbers of  “Don’t know” and “blank” answers make accurate analysis impossible. Memories of 
some unpleasant incidents have been repressed; some remembered vividly. The frequency and dates are 
often forgotten. Some members suffering from early Alzheimer’s completed the questionnaires. 

Ethical Considerations 
•  Aim of the study was explained fully to all participants

•  Questionnaires were issued and analysed anonymously

•  Quotations and interviews are reproduced verbatim

•  Participation was voluntary and confidential

•  Strict adherence to ethical standards

•  Report was offered to all interviewees and respondents

•  Full text is freely available on the ESPOPF website
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Evidence
QUESTIONNAIRES
The ESPOPF researchers sent out over 3,000 questionnaires with the ESPOPF March 2016 Newsletter to all 
its past and present members: 2,000 questionnaires to 1,000 double households and 1,000 questionnaires to 
1,000 single households. They also distributed questionnaires to older people in a local “Breathe Easy” group 
and a bowling club. 3 months later, they had received 404 completed questionnaires, a 13.5% response rate, 
and 30 requests for interviews. 

1. Profile of the respondents

1. Are you male, female or transgender?      404 replied 

Genders of the respondents
 

2. In which year were you born?         404 replied

Age ranges of the respondents

128
MALES276

FEMALES

31.7% (128/404) 
are male and 
68.3% (276/404) 
are female.

Years of birth are 
recorded by 5-year 
age groups. 
Most respondents are 
between 75 and 89 
years old.

Age ranges in years
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60-64

120

100

80

60

40

20

0
95-9965-69 70-74 90-9475-79 80-84 85-89
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49

23

87 87

120
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3. Do you live alone?        404 replied 

Double and single households 

 

“I live alone and have no family nearby. As I get older I worry about having a fall or being unwell.” 71-year old

4. Do you live alone?        404 replied  

Household occupants by gender

 

176228

228 people replied 
from double households 
and 176 people from 
single households.

Sometimes 1 and sometimes 
2 questionnaires were from 
double households.

Men are more likely to live in 
double households (98) than 
to live alone (30). Women 
are more likely to live alone 
(146) than to live in double 
households (130). 

30

146
Female alone

Male alone

130
Female in couple 

98
Male in couple 
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5.What type of housing do you live in?     403 replied

 Types of housing

 

Other housing comprises: mobile homes (2), park home (1) and “link detached” (1).

6. Where do you live?        404 replied

Eastleigh southern 
parishes 

 

Others live in Romsey (2), Swanwick (1) and Southampton (1),

7. Do you suffer from any impairments?     386 replied

Numbers of each 
impairment 

 

Bungalow

Detached house

Semi-detached house

Flat

Terraced house

Sheltered housing

Maisonnette

Chalet bungalow

Other

Hedge End

Bursledon

West End

Hound

Hamble

Botley

Other

None

Hearing loss

Mobility

Poor sight

Balance

Memory loss

Breathing

Loss of consciousness

Numbers of respondents

Numbers of respondents

Numbers of respondents

0              20 40  60  80  100  120  140

0            20          40          60           80         100        120        140

0            20          40          60           80         100        120       140

120

141

67

60

55

43

34

160

116

105

72

72
9

6

5

4

114

110

27

8

8

7

5

4

400 respondents are 
distributed unevenly 
throughout the six 
southern parishes.

160 have none of the 
7 named impairments. 
226 have 385 
impairments between 
them. Poor hearing 
is the commonest 
(116), and loss of 
consciousness the 
least common (5).
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2. Numbers of emergencies
Two demographic characteristics affect the numbers of emergencies experienced by the respondents: age and 
impairment. Gender, household occupancy, types of housing and location have no effect on the likelihood of 

emergencies for the respondents.

8. How often have you needed help in an emergency?  383 replied  

Frequency of 
help required

“Hip dislocated for third time whilst standing in the garden. Fell to the ground. Shouted for help. 3 lots of neighbours came 

to see what was happening.” 78-year old

“Well, they were usually about my wife who had particularly bad falls. Of course, you get into the routine and I wouldn’t 

have dreamt of dialling 999 a couple of years ago, but I got a telling off when she fell quite hard with a bang on the head. 

Warfarin obviously gives concerns, I thought, so I dialled 999 in those last months and I was always assured by the 

ambulance men that I was doing the right thing. So, I was quite used to calling people out for her.” 85-year old

9. How often have you needed help in an emergency?   383 replied

Number of times
help required 
by age
 

“The thing is you blank them out to get rid of it. You just shut it down. You don’t want to think about things like that.” 

70-year old

Never           Once            Twice        3 times       4 times     5 times         Over 
          5 times

250

200

150

100

50

0

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0

243 have never had 
an emergency and 
the remaining 140 
have experienced 
approximately 
300 emergencies 
between them 
when help was 
required.

The trend line shows
 that respondents 
in their 60s had 
on average 1 
emergency while 
those in their 90s 
had 3 emergencies. 

Age ranges in years
60-64 95-9965-69 70-74 90-9475-79 80-84 85-89

243

64

3.6

0.4
0.8 0.8

2.6 2.7

3.3

40 19

0.1

8 72
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10. How often have you needed help in an emergency?   383 replied

Number of times help needed by physical impairment
 

“Well, if I said it happened dozens and dozens of times, I wouldn’t be telling a lie.” 84-year old     

Wife: “Well, sometimes he is not out for very long but these times do seem to be increasing.”

“My wife tells me she puts my head down, puts ice on the back of my neck and puts me in the recovery position. 

I come round within 30 seconds.” 69-year old

“I have had several emergencies, really, and in a panic I call emergency services.” 73-year old

Average numbers of emergencies

6.0

3.9

1.6

1.1

1.0

0.9

0.3

Loss of consciousness

Memory loss

Mobility

Balance

Sight

Hearing

Breathing
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3. Types of emergencies
Medical emergencies are the most frequent: broken bones; ruptured tendons; periods of unconsciousness; 
strokes and heart attacks. The questionnaires and the interviews reveal a range of other emergencies: the 
house burning down, being stuck in the bath, failing brakes on a three-wheel buggy, Peeping Tom at the 
window, violent physical assault and blocked toilet. Help is always needed quickly.

 “The last fall put her in hospital, terminally, so, when they came, in the middle of the night, of course, I 
couldn’t move her. They said, ‘This is going to be a hospital job.’ So off she went and she never came back.”
84-year old

 “Putting up curtains, standing on a chair. Fell backwards could not get up. Tried to summon help – to no 
avail. Eventually remembered how to get up (ESPOPF Meeting Demonstration).” 82-year old.

“I fell putting bin out. Unable to get up on my own. Waited 3½ hours for ambulance.” 88-year old

“Fall in kitchen. Did not pass out but aware that help was needed. Cannot explain why did not use alarm but 
remembered talk at ESPOPF meeting on falls recovery – did just that using handles on kitchen unit to support.
 Ankle swelling. Phoned next door neighbour who called ambulance 20 minutes response.” 89-year old

“I was sat in a chair and asked my wife if she was ready to go to bed and she replied that she was. I then 
tried to get up from my chair but could not and then passed out. My wife phoned for an ambulance, which 
came quickly.” 79-year old

“Water pouring from tank. Brother did emergency repair until professional fixed it.” 69-year old

“I was on my own, and I stripped down to my bra and pants doing all my exercises and I just happened to 
look up and there was a Peeping Tom at the window. That was very scary. It took a long time for me to get 
over that because I could see this man’s full face.” 76-year old

“Slipped and fell on garden path. Unable to stand. Shuffled on my bottom 50 yards to house where I reached 
the phone as my wife returned to the house. Ambulance came. Ruptured quadriceps tendon in thigh.” 
86-year old

“Was walking on pavement Station Road, Netley – was hit by lorry turning into Denzil Avenue. Knocked out – 
ambulance to A&E – recovered and taken home following morning. March 2013.” 85-year old

“I had a new three-wheeler walker with a seat and on one occasion, when I sat down on it, the brakes did 
not work – had it replaced.” 79-year old

11



4. Personal alarms
A personal alarm consists of three parts: a pendant (or wrist band) with emergency button; a base unit; 
a service rental with the provider and guarantee of 24-hour cover. The base unit has a sensitive microphone 
and speaker so that, in the event of an emergency in the home, the older person, at the touch of a button, can 
talk directly to a trained telephonist at a call centre for advice or help. This personal alarm button will not 
work if it is over 100 metres from the base unit.
   

 Pendant    Wrist band    Base unit 

11. Do you have a personal alarm?      389 replied.

Percentages of 
older people who 
have personal 
alarms by age

 

12. Who installed your alarm?        83 alarm owners replied.
 

Age ranges

83 have personal alarms. 

No respondents under the 
age of 65 years have one. 

By the age of 95 years, 
6 out 7 (86.1%) have 
personal alarms.

The majority (69) have 
alarms installed by a 
provider, 7 have alarms 
which had already been 
installed, 3 had installed 
them themselves and 
3 alarms were installed 
by sons.

Percentages of older people who have personal 
alarms by age

60-64         65-69        70-74         75-79          80-84        85-89         90-94     95-99
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7
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13. Do you have a personal alarm?      389 replied

Percentages of 83 alarm owners by house occupancy
 

14. Why did you get a personal alarm?     67 replied

Reasons why older people got an alarm 
 

Other reasons were: common sense, frail wife, fell downstairs, care of mother and recommended by hospital.

 “Mobile text only. Not a strong enough signal to use as a phone.” 73-year old

Numbers of respondents

Reasons why older people get an alarm  

47

28

22

16

11

8

5

5

1

4

Singles

64/83 
(77.1%)

Couples

19/83 
(22.9%)

389 respondents have 
83 personal alarms. Of these, 
64 alarms are owned by the 
occupants of single households 
(77.1%, 64/83) and 19 are owned 
by those in double households 
(22.9%, 19/83).

Alarm owners are 3½ times more 
likely (77.1%) to be from a single 
household than from a double 
household (22.9%).  

Living alone

Family  insisted

Mobility problems

For security

Already installed

Housebound

In wheelchair

Recommended by friend 

Result of ESPOPF talk

Other

Of the 83 people with alarms, 67 replied giving 
146 reasons in total for getting one. 

The most common is “Living alone” (47) and 
“Family insisted” (28).
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15. Why didn’t you get a personal alarm?                    389 replied (83 had an alarm)

Reasons why older people didn’t get an alarm
 

Other comprised: haven’t thought about it; two neighbours keep an eye on me; I have a handbag alarm 
supplied by police; Medicalert bracelet.

“That is for old people. I don’t feel old.” 83-year old

“To date no medical reason to have one.” 77-year old

“Not aware of all possibilities.” 80-year old

16. Which is your alarm provider?      78 replied

Providers of 
personal alarms

 

Other comprises: Anchor (2), Argenti, probably the same as Telecare24 (2), Housing 21 (2) and 1 each for ATD, 
housing association, Careline (Tunstall), Bristol Care Centre.

Numbers of respondents

Numbers of respondents

Don’t need one
Don’t live alone

Family nearby
Always carry mobile

Neighbour key holder
Not got round to it

Don’t want one
Insufficient information

Key holders not trusted 
No willing key holders

Falls prevention course
Other

One Community

Other

Don’t know

Careline

Age UK

Saga

Aster Living 

Telecare24

Reasons why older people get an alarm  

Providers of personal alarms

139
110

80
64

45
27

17
7

2
1
1

4

1

2

2

3

4

9

10

47

79% (306/389) do not have alarms, despite some being at high risk. 
The commonest reasons for not getting an alarm are “Don’t need 
one” (139), “Don’t live alone” (110) and “Family nearby” (80).

Of the 83 people with personal 
alarms, 78 replied. 
The great majority (47) have 
One Community Lifelines. 
9 people did not know the 
provider’s name.  
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17. Were you told that alarms might not work during 
  a power cut or line fault?

18. Which of the following add-on features are you aware of?   66 replied

Personal alarm 
add-ons

 

19. Where is your emergency button? Do you have pull cords?   82 replied

Where respondents have 
emergency buttons

78 replied

There seems to be 
widespread ignorance 
of the available add-ons 
which can be linked 
to the personal base 
unit except for smoke 
detectors (42), wrist 
bands (25) and pullcords 
and buttons (20).

67 have pendants and 15 have 
wrist bands. Of these, 17 also 
have pull cords and these are 
mainly for those in sheltered 
housing or residential homes.

Numbers of respondents

Smoke detector
Wrist band

Pull cords and buttons
Property exit / Heat detector

None of these
CO monitor

Pager solution
Medication dispenser

Attack alarm
Inactivity alarm

Bogus call button
Pillow alert

Falls detector
Hypothermia alarm

Bed / chair occupancy
Waist band

Flood detector
Global Positionng GPS

Epilepsy sensor

“Son made enquiries and elected on price and previous service. My son did not find another provider that 
provided more than telephone support. He has therefore installed other technology to assist me to control 
heating / lighting / unlock the door / detect CO / smoke. This technology sends alerts to his smart phone.” 94-year old

42
25

20
10

8

5
4
4
4
2
2
2

1
1
1
1

0
0
0

6

Had been told      Had not been told.69% (54/78) 31% (24/78)

67 
have pendants

15 
have wrist bands
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20. How long have you had your personal alarm?   80 replied

The length of time that 
alarm holders have 
owned personal alarms.

 

All personal alarm providers recommend having a key safe outside the property so that, for instance, 
paramedics can let themselves in if the older person is incapacitated. They also recommend identifying at 
least two key holders, who can be contacted in case of emergency. 

21. Is there a key safe outside on your property?    396 replied

Percentages of 
key safe owners by age

 

“Both my husband and I were very poorly. I rang up for 999 but my husband had a hypo (he is type 1 diabetic) 
and the paramedics couldn’t get in, as the door was locked. So the policeman had to break the kitchen window. 
Now we have a key safe outside.” 73-year old

“I fell and landed on my bottom but once down cannot get up. My chiropodist phoned to alter an appointment 
and I told her I was on the floor. She used key box, made me comfortable while waiting for the ambulance and 
then went off to an appointment. The ambulance came after 90 minutes, got me up, checked me over, took me to 
hospital who didn’t like my heart beat. After 4 days, came out on Warfarin.” 92-year old

“I was doing my shoe laces up and capsized. Then I could not get up off the floor. Also, we use a coded lock. 
They are more secure.” 94-year old

“My key safe is very useful and the carers use it particularly in the evening.” 90-year old

The majority of respondents (52) 
have owned their alarms for 5 
years or less but some (11) have 
owned them for 10 years or more.

110 respondents have key safes; 
286 do not. Older respondents 
are more likely to have a key safe 
than younger ones. 

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0

The length of time that alarm holders have 
owned personal alarms.

Percentages of key safe owners by age

60-64     65-69     70-74     75-79     80-84     85-89     90-94    95-99
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2 respondents do not 
have a named key 
holder, 9 have 1 key 
holder, 34 have 2 key 
holders, 13 have 3 
key holders, 4 have 
4 key holders and 3 
have 5 key holders 

119 respondents are key 
holders. Those in their early 
sixties are more likely to be key 
holders (75%). Those in their 
nineties are less likely (24%). 

22. How many key holders (if any) do you have?    65 replied

Numbers of people 
with named 
key holders

 

“Heart attack – called 999 for ambulance. Neighbour came home while I was in ambulance – she had key so got 
list of people to phone to tell.” 81-year old

“I was choking and pressed the alarm. I explained what was happening to me so they phoned the key holder and 
she sat with me till the paramedics came. This is the second time. They gave me oxygen and I felt a little better. 
They took me to hospital. My daughter was coming from work so she took me home.” 84-year old

“Neighbour holds key but only I know that. Would not ask her to be an emergency contact especially at night.” 
68-year old

23. Are you a key holder for someone?     389 replied

Percentages of 
key holders by age

Ages of respondents in years
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24. Who provided help?        149 replied

Who provided help in emergencies?
 

Other help comprised: doctor (2) and 1 each for by-stander, passer-by, visiting nurse, chiropodist, carer, 111, 
taxi man, NHS, House Manager.

 “Fell in garden – could not get up. Fell in house – son could not pick me up, so asked for help but ‘they’ told me to 
phone for ambulance myself. I could not reach phone.” 95-year old

“About 2 years ago, had severe pain leg and back. I could not move, pressed button – paramedics sent me to 
hospital. Was off my head for a few days. Diagnosis: pneumonia and heart failure – in hospital for 6 weeks.” 
92-year old

 “My husband he died last year. We were going to the cinema and he said to me, “When we come out of the 
pictures, our generation used to call it the pictures, we’ll go and have a meal.” I said, “Oh! That sounds lovely,” 
and he just dropped and he fell flat on his face, so I got down on my hands and knees and I knew he was dead 
because his eyes were open, and I kept calling him and a young chap came out and I said to him, “Ring for an 
ambulance” and they were there within minutes.” 76-year old

“I was out with my partner in Fareham one day and I didn’t feel well and she brought me home and I just 
collapsed in the chair. Anyway, she dialled 999 and the ambulance was here quick and the heart beat had gone 
all wrong. And then when I was in hospital, they found out that I was short of manganese. You know, I have 
never heard of that and I said to the Doctor, I said, “Well, how would I know” and he said, “Well, the only way 
you’d know is if you had a blood test.” You know, you wouldn’t think to go to the Doctor and say, “Would you 
check my manganese for me?” And then I saw a specialist at hospital afterwards and they did every test they 
could think of, they can’t find out where it is going.” 80-year old

Numbers of respondents

Who provided help in emergencies?

Family
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Percentages of ways to summon help

Ways to 
summon help

25. If you needed help, how did you get it?     131 replied

How personal 
alarms 
affected 
getting help.

 

Other ways help was summoned: by-stander (2), somebody with me (2), wife heard fall and seen by neighbour.

“Fell in the garden in the dark (so own fault for taking rubbish down the garden in the dark). Hit head on 
concrete. Managed to get up. A bit shaky. Put cold flannel on the bump on forehead and 2 pain killers. 2 lovely 
black eyes.” 79-year old

 “Collapsed in bathroom following TIA. Wife heard fall and shout and after attending me called emergency 
service 999.” 72-year old

26. Have you ever been in an emergency situation 
and failed to make contact with your alarm provider?
   

 “Being perfectly well to cook meal at lunch time, laid meal down on kitchen surface with right hand, reached for 
perch stool with left hand which slipped to floor tiles, hitting left ankle.” 88-year old

“Had an attack of atrial fibrillation that did not respond to the emergency medication I had, and I managed to 
drive myself to A&E, Southampton. Was treated and was O.K.” 79-year old

27. Has your personal alarm made any difference to your life?  58 replied

 “It has provided an invaluable measure of security. I would not be alive today were it not for the alarm.” 98-year old

“Psychological benefit of having an alarm if I am on my own at any time. Have not needed to use it but it is there.” 
88-year old

“Mainly for my family who insist I wear it, although I must say I feel safer with the p.a. being on me. “  91-year old

“Security in event of accident at home and could not access phone.” 83-year old

“Makes me feel safer as all neighbours work.” 79-year old

“Enabled to stay in own home. Confidence, reassurance for family.” 95-year old

78 without personal alarms53 with personal alarms 

3 replied

50.0%

29.7% 58.1%

21.5%

11.8%

9.4%

6.3%

4.7% 3.2%
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Used Alarm

Phoned

Shouted

Managed
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Unable

Help was needed on 155 occasions: 62 times for the 53 alarm owners; 93 times for the 
78 without alarms. For those with them, alarms were used half the time (50.0%, 32/62) 
and their phones a third of the time (29.7%, 19/62). For those without alarms, phones 
were commonly used (58.1%, 54/93) and they shouted a fifth of the time (21.5%, 20/93).
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5. Landlines

28. Which is your telephone provider?     397 replied

Distribution 
of telephone 
providers

 

Other comprises: Utility Warehouse (3), Fuel (2), 1 talk (2), 1 each of Vodaphone, 1 talk gold, John Lewis.

 29. Describe your experiences of fault repair.    376 replied

 Approximate times for repair of landline faults
 

The majority 
(168) have BT 
as their provider, 
followed by 
TalkTalk (63), 
Virgin (60) and 
Sky (40).

228 respondents 
had never had 
a landline fault, 
but 148 had 
experienced 
faults, some 
many times.

The numbers of days taken to repair faults were not always given. Instead, replies such as “Very quick”, “Very 
slow”, “Within the time”, “Too late”, etc. A rough estimate is that 30 took less than 24 hours, 41 took 1-3 days 
and 12 had taken over 2 weeks. 
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“Many faults in recent past. Last time, a month ago, it took 12 days to restore service. Two engineers came 
without appointments on separate occasions both at 8 am and couldn’t make themselves heard so went away. 
We are both deaf. Very stressful.” 86-year old

“It took about a month to sort – calls were diverted to my mobile. I had a little recompense for outgoing calls.” 
80-year old 

“Advised by BT that the line was O.K. therefore the fault was in my phone. I purchased and installed a new 
phone. Next day I discovered my neighbour also had a fault and BT fixed it later. I was annoyed at unnecessarily 
purchased a new phone!” 71-year old

“Very mixed. Provider very helpful. Open Reach sometimes very quick response, sometimes very slow, obviously 
dependent on work load and nature of repair needed.” 85-year old

“Took 4 weeks to restore my line & required all my admonishing, pleading and threatening skills. TalkTalk would 
not believe that I could identify fault & when it happened but I was proved right!” 70-year old

“Plusnet are extremely good. When I didn’t know about voicemail (never used it) they diagnosed noise and 
helped me. When there was a “crash” they were quick to respond and very reassuring.” 71-year old

“Broken outside line. Took approx. 4-5 phone calls about 3 weeks to finally get fixed.” 72-year old

“Many instances of fault in outside cable, their green junction box, up the telegraph pole. 3-4 days usually. 
Landline number put on to mobile for duration.” 81-year old

“3 times this year. The first time took 4 days but the next two, I was put on the elderly/vulnerable list and it was 
repaired within 24 hours. Each time the fault was at the exchange. Fault in connection. Took several days to 
repair – despite me explaining that my helpline was cut off.” 84-year old

 “It (cable) is more secure and you don’t often have a fault, but when you do have a fault, they are very slow to 
put it right.” 73-year old

“The phone stopped after being struck by lightning. It took nearly 3 weeks to repair. Service by TalkTalk was 
appalling, it meant my lifeline didn’t work for nearly three weeks. Fortunately I have a mobile.” 90-year old

“Quick response as my personal alarm went as dead as my phone.” 81-year old

“8 days without phone. Line accidentally severed. Being alone made no difference to time scale.” 77-year old

30. Did you know of the Priority Service? 

 Yes 109 No 272     23 did not answer

31. Are you on the list of vulnerable customers?

 Yes 15 No 323 Don’t know 42 24 did not answer
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6. Simple mobiles and Smartphones

32. Do you have a mobile phone?      395 replied

Mobile ownership 
by age

 

“I had a mobile about four years ago. I used it and then I dropped the thing out on the patio, something went 
wrong with it and I was having a problem using it and I got frustrated with the damn thing, you know, and 
I’m afraid since then I haven’t troubled.” 85-year old

33. Is it a smart phone?

 Yes 63 No 252 Don’t know 14 75 did not answer

34. Does it have an emergency ICE button?

 Yes 58 No 188 Don’t know 77 81 did not answer

35. Are emergency numbers set up in Contacts?

 Yes 96 No 153 Don’t know 35 120 did not answer

24% (58/246) are aware that their mobile phones have an emergency ICE button, 77 did not know and 81 
did not answer. These buttons are provided in Doro and TTfone mobiles only. Smartphones rarely have ICE 
buttons, Doro 841 being an example. Emergency buttons are set up in contacts in 39% (96/249) with simple 
mobile phones, although 35 did not know and 120 did not answer.

Many older people simply do not know what type of phone they have, the facilities that they provide and how 
to use them.

“Oh! Well now, it does have something on the back. I should have brought the instructions. It looks like a Wi-Fi 
doesn’t it? I’ll press it and see what happens. No. But I should check that.” 69-year old

Ages of respondents

332 respondents had 
mobiles and 63 did not. 
The older you are, the 
less likely you are to 
own one. 

No 60-64-year olds are 
without a mobile, while 
33% 90-year olds don’t 
have one. 
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36. Do you have a telephone landline?     404 replied        
  Do you have a mobile phone?       395 replied      
  Is it a Smartphone?         63 replied      
  Do you have a personal alarm?      77 replied

Distribution of landlines, simple mobiles, Smartphones and personal alarms
 

37. Do you have a personal alarm?      385 replies

Percentages 
of mobile phone 
users with 
personal alarms

 

All 404 respondents have landlines. (Centre circle).
68% (269/395) have simple mobile phones and 16% (63/395) have 
Smartphones. 16% (63/395) do not have mobiles. (Middle ring)
77 respondents have personal alarms. (Outer ring)
Some people have three facilities - landline, mobile or Smartphone 
and personal alarm – and some have a landline only.

The largest percentage of alarm owners are those without mobiles, 
31.7% (20/63). Of the 269 simple mobile owners, 19.0% (51/269) have 
alarms while, of the 63 Smartphone owners, 9.5% (6/63) have alarms. 
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38. How often do you use your Smartphone or mobile?  321 replied 

Percentage usage of Smartphones and simple mobiles

 

 “Eric did have a smart phone but it was too complicated for him to use. The keyboard was so unresponsive 
because it doesn’t have any actual buttons, it has a tap-in screen, so we abandoned that because it didn’t work, 
it wouldn’t work for him as a mobile phone because it is too complicated.” 69-year old

FREQUENTLY 

RARELY 

EMERGENCY 

NEVER

63 Smartphones                                                     258 simple mobile phones

Smartphones are used frequently 65.1% (41/63) times, rarely 33.3% (21/63) times 
and in emergency 1.6% (1/63) times. Everybody who has one used it. Simple mobiles 
were used frequently 27.5% (71/258) times, rarely 57.8% (149.258) times, in 
emergency 13.2% (34/258) times. In 1.6% (4/258) times they were never used.

Percentages of usage
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of usage
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INTERVIEWS
Emergencies (1)

“I had it in the past with my second husband who was a violent alcoholic. He drank two 
and a half litres of whisky a day. He would start at ten o’clock in the morning and then, by 
about two o’clock, he was violent. He threatened to kill me. He chased me all round the 
house, smashed down doors and he would do things like that, bang me on the head so that 
there was nothing to show. That is what they do. So I had to put up with that for a number 
of years.

 I couldn’t seem to get rid of him, tried a divorce but I’m going back fifteen years, and you couldn’t seem to 
get rid of somebody then in those days, you know. You had to have far more grounds, because they didn’t 
dare tell anyone he was alcoholic because he wouldn’t admit to that and he would have got really violent. 
Alcoholics don’t admit to being alcoholics. There’s nothing wrong with them. ‘I’m all right. Blah, blah, blah!’ 
So that didn’t work. I did get the police on occasions, but they don’t do ‘domestic’ they told me. So I didn’t 
get anywhere with the police, but I just felt more comfortable that they were in the house. I got Alcoholics 
Anonymous one night, and I got them and I got the doctor and eventually, he had a very nasty car accident, 
but unfortunately he lived and then I think we managed to get a divorce eventually, but all my money went 
on that. I can’t remember but that was a few years ago. When he was here, it wasn’t very nice. 

I can’t remember which sequence they were, but I was helping somebody who’d had a violent husband. I was 
in the Citizens Advice Bureau, but I was doing this as a personal favour to her because I had also had this 
problem in the past with my own husband, who was a violent alcoholic, so I helped her. Eventually, I said, 
‘Look. There is nothing I can do. You’ve got to go to a safe home’ because he was threatening all sorts of nasty 
things. And she said, ‘Oh! I don’t want to do that,’ and I said, ‘Well. You’ve got to, you know, otherwise this is 
just going to go on and on and on.’ Anyhow, I helped her go to a safe home. And she phoned me up and she 
said, ‘Yes. I’ve gone to a safe home, thanks.’ I said, ‘Don’t tell me where it is. I must not know where it is.’

Anyhow, he then saw me talking to her, I think, somewhere, and he followed me home. I didn’t realise he’d 
followed me home. The front doorbell goes and I go unthinking to the door and he pushed the door in and 
then he …, I can’t do it now because it hurts too much. It’s years ago now and he pushed my arm right up the 
back, had me down on the floor, because he wanted to know where she was. You know, he was one of those 
that couldn’t stand the fact that she actually got away from him. And so I was screaming and screaming and 
I came here deliberately because I’ve had two burglaries beforehand in my previous house, so I thought I’d 
come to a Close. Nobody heard me. Somebody said they had the radio on, somebody was doing cooking and 
moving around, and I was screaming the place down. Nobody heard me. Anyhow, eventually he realised 
I wasn’t going to tell him. I didn’t know where she was. I said, ‘It’s no good. I do not know where she is.’ So he 
then eventually left. That’s as far as I can remember, but he lived in Hamble. He lived, he doesn’t now. OK?

“Police don’t do 
‘domestic’.”
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 I had a partner for ten years but he died at Christmas time, so here I am back again on my own and going 
through the same things, you know. He was complaining about a bad back and I said, ‘When we get back from 
holiday, we’ll go to the doctor’s’ and the doctor gave him Paracetamol. That’s rubbish, so I went back up and 
got some stronger pain killers and I kept saying, ‘He needs a scan.’ You know, to find out what’s wrong. So I 
dialled 999, I rang 999 three times. They got fed up with me in the end, so I said, ‘Well, you’ve got to keep him 
in.’ The third time he phoned up he said, ‘They’ve found a mass on my back which is eating into my spine.’”

Emergencies (2)

“I had my first attack years and years ago, before they put the pace-maker in. We thought 
that would be the answer. It wasn’t. My heart decided now and again not to beat and I 
would just come round and wonder what the ambulance people were doing. If I said it 
happened dozens and dozens of times, I wouldn’t be telling a lie. 

Quite often it can be associated with heat, if we are staying in a hotel and are having our meals. I am very 
much more careful now about how much and what I eat. And then another time, it can be for no apparent 
reason. I just feel a bit different. I don’t feel faint. I just feel a bit odd. I have had a ‘cardiac reveal’ and that never 
revealed anything. I was supposed to press a button and it all goes through to the hospital. I was never in a fit 
state to press it. It was always my wife that pressed it. We took it back because it didn’t reveal anything.
In those days, we were all always dialling 999, and they were carting me off to hospital, they couldn’t find 
anything wrong and I’d come home. They would do all the routine tests, take my blood pressure. It was only 
twice I got admitted, because I did it once in A&E and they said, ‘We’d better admit you to the medical people,’ 
and then the cardiologist came and nobody found out what was wrong. 

If it’s not for very long, it’s not too bad, we don’t dial. It depends how long I am out for because this last 
episode was a bad one. I was out for half an hour and they had to get the stretcher in for me. I was suffering 
from the norovirus, which my wife got as well. I was in the bathroom and I was gone for the longest ever, over 
half an hour, and then I ended up five days in isolation.

My balance is terrible. In a chair sometimes, instead of getting up, I go down. I have fallen in the garden many 
times. I might shout and my next door neighbour might come and help me up. I have a mobile but I’ve never 
used it. I think sometimes I could when I wanted to. I’ve had plenty of cuts and bruises and things. I have 
never had to go into hospital with a fall, except once in the garden because I kept passing out.

Fortunately, my wife has never been out and come home and found me down on the ground in the garden. 
Maybe, when I am out in the back garden, I leave the big garage door open so that anybody can hear me shout 
and anyone can get through. That is a precaution I take when I am gardening and she’s not here.”

“I was gone for 
the longest ever, 
over half an hour.”
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Wife: “Once he had a stroke. We had visitors the night before and when we have visitors for a meal, he comes 
out to make the coffee. I think he came in with the coffee and he said, ‘I feel ever so strange, most peculiar.’ 
I thought, ‘What’s up?’ and he just said he was tired. So rather than help with the washing-up, I sent him to 
bed. The next morning, there was something a bit odd. I phoned up whatever number it was in those days.
I was a nurse and I knew the doctor somewhere off the Inner Avenue there and he immediately got through 
to the hospital and he got admitted to a medical ward. The doctor said, ‘There’s a bed waiting for you to go in.’ 
We didn’t have to go through A&E. It has left him with foot-drop and weakness in the legs. I would like him to 
have an emergency alarm but he says he doesn’t need one.”  

“Once there was a 
thunder storm and 
the lightning struck 
right down to my 
telephone.” 

Emergencies (3)

“I am 90 and suffer from arthritis and osteoporosis. That is why I am so bent and I’ve got a 
heart defect, aortic stenosis. I get a bit breathless sometimes and I’ve got a bad knee. 
I get about. I do very well really. 

I can get to the kitchen, using my walking aid, to make a cup of tea or coffee but the carers come to get my 
meals. My key safe is very useful and the carers use it particularly in the evening. I get my own breakfast in the 
morning, so that’s good. I don’t have to cook anything. 

 I had to call for help for my husband when he was alive. He died in June last year and twice I had to use my wrist 
alarm button. I would recommend these to anyone because someone came immediately. The base unit is in my 
kitchen and I can hear it quite easily. They send for an ambulance for you or, on my occasion, they sent for my 
daughter. They have her number, and my son, whichever one’s available and they came. They have a list of my 
contacts, my son and daughter. 

I have my TV control, my alarm button on my wrist, an old-fashioned mobile and a landline extension which 
I can take with me to the bathroom. I also have an extension to the bedroom. All are within easy reach of my 
chair.

“Once there was a thunder storm and the lightning struck right down to my telephone. It took a long time, 
before we got anything done about it. Well, my daughter wrote in and complained about it. Really, I should have 
had something done about it quicker. Three weeks is a long time. At that time, we were with TalkTalk and all 
the faults and things have BT. At the moment, we are still with TalkTalk but we are going to change to BT.”
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Emergencies (4)

“You need a 
personal alarm 
because it 
saved my life…”

“I am 84 and I was going to a falls prevention class. I had the first sessions under the NHS which were free 
and then I didn’t want to give them up so I now go to the far side of Fleming Park and I actually get taken 
by dial-a-ride.

Two people there said, ‘If you live alone, you need a personal alarm because it saved my life, from a heart 
attack’. The other one had fallen against a conservatory door and had such a bad bleed in her leg she had to 
have an ambulance. This was 5 or 6 years ago. I then got a personal alarm through One Community – they 
have volunteers who come and install it.

I have had a few problems with it, but only very recently. Three times when I came from the bedroom, it was 
speaking to me saying, ‘Don’t worry, Mrs Jones, you must have pressed your alarm’ and I said, ‘No, I haven’t’ 
and she said, ‘Well, sometimes, if the phone has gone down, we get a message.’ This happened on three 
mornings. The base unit is in my living room and it was speaking to me in the morning when I got up. It could 
have been speaking for a long time. BT have been very inconsistent in responding. This happened 3 times 
over a short period of time. 

But, a few weeks later, when I was away all day, I wasn’t here when there was a message and when I did get 
home my neighbour said, ‘I saw you go away in the ambulance.’ I said, ‘You what?’ and she said, ‘The ambulance 
come and took you away.’ But no such thing had happened. I came in and picked up the phone and there was a 
message saying, ‘We are getting a message to say you have a problem. If you haven’t, dial 999 immediately and 
we won’t trouble you.’ But because I wasn’t here, the ambulance came. There is a key safe outside so they must 
have let themselves in and then realised that I was out.

I realised then that if the alarm goes down, the call centre is automatically alerted and they try to get in touch 
with me. If there is no reply, they put things in motion and the ambulance comes.

After that, a volunteer came and actually replaced the unit for me, in case that was the source of the problem, 
and I got a new pendant as well. That was the last time it went wrong and since then it has been OK. 
I wouldn’t be without it now and, even if I am in the garden, I make sure that I have got it on.” 
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Strategies (1)

“We are all 
pensioners and 
we all look after 
each other.” 

“I am 88 and am still driving and do all my housework and everything. I am living on my own, though 
I feed my brother-in-law every day because, when she was dying, my sister said to me, ‘See he gets a 
dinner ‘cause he can’t cook.’ So I do - that was 14 years ago. He’s still coming. It makes me eat, too. 

I have three, close neighbours. They have my keys and, when they go on holiday, I go in, open the blinds, put 
their post away and water the plants if it gets too hot. We are all pensioners and we all look after each other. 
I am the eldest, one is in her sixties, one is 78 and the other is 79 and we would notice if one of us wasn’t about. 
My friend at No.14 comes in twice a week for a couple of hours. She is going on holiday for 8 days to Newcastle 
and I’ll look after her house while she’s gone. I’ll do the same for my friend next door while she’s away.

If an emergency happened in the night, my brother-in-law lives nearby and I could always phone him with 
my landline phone in the bedroom... I get up 3 times a night, but I don’t go on the stairs. The toilet is next to 
the bedroom and I have a potty in the bedroom which I can use.

I don’t do any exercises, but when I walk up the road, my neighbours say, ‘There goes Speedy Gonzales …’ I am 
quite near to the shops and go out every day. I go out in the car every day. I have to drop a birthday card into 
a friend later and drive round and drop it through her door.  I don’t need a Driving Awareness course, because 
I have been driving since I was 18. My father had a taxi business and I drove for him for 7 years until I got 
married. I drove down to Bognor Regis on Wednesday to see my brother’s wife.  

My husband died about 8 years ago and I lost my son as well, but I have never thought of moving from this 
Close and this house. I have been here about 20 years and I love it.  Easy to keep clean.  I am all right. I am 
pretty fit and have everything organised. I have had the patio done up, new fences put up and I replaced all 
the windows with double-glazed ones and had a new, security, front door put on after my husband died.

I have a hearing aid from Scrivens next to my doctor in Hedge End.  I used to go to the Royal South Hants 
Hospital. They’ve been brilliant. To save people going to Southampton, they told me I could go to Scriven’s, 
which is easier for me. I can hear without it, but I can hear better with it.  I need long-distance glasses for the 
television and driving and change the lenses with the local optician.  I buy those of course. Soon, I shall have 
my cataracts done - it always cost me over £100 every time.  I have never thought of having a mobile phone, 
as I don’t need one. We also have a dentist in Hedge End.

I have a fantastic memory - long and short-tem. My mother died at 92 and she was very sharp until she died.  
She could remember years back. My two sisters died of cancer and I am the only one left.  I have lots of lovely 
memories and have photographs that my brother-in-law has framed, of all my family on the wall of my 
sitting room.  Lot of dusting there. My husband’s brother is 93 and he is as sharp as a button. He’s an antique 
dealer and still dabbles in antiques and he drives down from Bristol to here to go to the cricket.  He puts a load 
of plants in my back garden and I do a bit of weeding and keep the grass cut with a small, electric mower. 
I can do it with one hand - it is so easy.

I have never had cold callers - just leaflets asking for gold and I ignore them. We’re very lucky in this Close. 
Nor cold calling on the phone.  They would have to get up very early in the morning to catch me!”
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Strategies (2)

“Sometimes I call 
111 and sometimes 
999 if it’s serious.”

 “When I nursed my wife with emphysema, the carer would help, but over and above that we had the help 
of the respiratory unit at the hospital. We had the respiratory nurses who were extremely helpful. You could 
phone them in an emergency and they visited regularly and a 24-hour call service too. Very helpful. I am 
afraid you can’t get that now.

One of my problems is that, because of a heart attack, my left ventricle doesn’t pump very effectively. So I tend 
to build up quite a lot of fluid in my body” (Points to swollen abdomen). “I struggle to breathe actually, because I 
have so much fluid in my body. I have had several emergencies, and in a panic I call emergency services. In one 
crisis, I had the paramedic round within 20 minutes. I think I am flagged up in the surgery as being at risk, 
needing emergency assistance.

If there is an exacerbation, usually it starts with pain in the chest. It’s quite worrying. You don’t know whether 
you are having a heart attack or not. But I have got one of these emergency sprays that I can put under my 
tongue. I am quite well-equipped medically to deal with those things.

Sometimes I call 111 and sometimes 999 if it’s serious, and they eventually send a doctor or an ambulance, 
and it’s resolved by me being taken into Southampton General Hospital, where I am very well cared for. 
Strangely enough, a couple of days ago, I had a really bad evening and I was really struggling to breathe. I was 
debating whether to call 111 or press the alarm and I always feel that if I am going to go to hospital, I need 
to be prepared, you know, with all my medication and everything else ready, and I wasn’t ready, so I decided 
to stagger through the night with difficulty and phoned the surgery in the morning. They were quite slow to 
come out, as they were under a lot of pressure on a Tuesday morning.

When you phone 111, you have to go through a series of questionnaires which come several times because 
you are going through different sections and passed from one person to another and they don’t seem to be 
able to pass the information on from the first person to the next. So you say it over and over again. That I find 
more aggravating than anything. 999 is not quite so bad, but you can just request an ambulance and on the 
whole they will send it. 111 and you have to wait for a doctor. They do say, ‘Come back to us, if you get worse’, 
and you’d get a different lot of people, wouldn’t you, and have to do it all over again.

That is what is wrong with the system. Whether they can do anything about it I don’t know. And then I have 
got a form that they keep which I filled in and you give all your details. I am told that the ambulance service 
has it, but I don’t think they have. Or if they do, they are not looking at it. They ask you the same questions 
that are already in that form.

I have never used my lifeline, because I have a phone and my mobile by my bed. I find it quicker just to use 
that rather than go through the helpline who will alert a whole lot of other people, unnecessarily perhaps.
I use a stick around the house. I’ve got a frame but it’s not on wheels, so that is a nuisance. The GP when he 
came yesterday said, ‘Shouldn’t you get one on wheels?’ and I said, ‘Probably.’ But most times, I’ve been able 
to manage with one stick or I have two others, so I can have two sticks if I wanted.”
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Strategies (3)

“My daughter is not 
just my support. 
She is my enabler.”
“I am 90 and there are about 30 of us living in this pleasant, landscaped, sheltered complex, with a river 
running alongside it. I have been here about for about twenty-two years and live alone in a maisonette on 
the first floor. I have a stair-lift at the bottom of the stairs, which I use to get to and from my flat, and I have a 
walker. Residents use the telephone to keep in touch, but we don’t do anything more to support each other. 

My housing association supplies pull-cords in every room, including the bathroom, and two in some rooms, 
so that you can summon help from central control if you need it. We pay for the cords and the personal alarm 
through our service charge and they are included in that, though I do not know how much I pay. I have never 
had occasion to use them.

I did fall once and banged my head, but didn’t damage myself extensively and don’t remember what 
happened. I know that my daughter came and she took me to A.& E. and looked after me. After that, I started 
going to the Falls Clinic in Hedge End. I have been going there weekly for about an hour for two years and it 
is excellent. They interview you to assess your mobility and put you in a class. Marvellous! It does you no end 
of good. I pay £3.50 a week and it is definitely worth it - the exercises just keep me mobile and able to stretch 
and we are told what each exercise is for, which is invaluable.

I can’t get out of the house very much, so my daughter comes to collect and take me. I couldn’t manage without. 
I couldn’t do it. The NHS provides transport, but it leaves a lot to be desired. Sometimes the driver can’t find 
the house or flat and by the time they deliver you and the others it is time to go home. They invariably arrive 
late with all the other passengers. It is quite difficult for me to get in and out of the vehicle. If I didn’t have my 
daughter with me I would be lost.

lf I should fall again, in theory, I’ll be wearing my pendant (though I don’t always wear it). I would not press it 
except in a dire emergency because I am frightened that they would take me to hospital and I don’t want that. 
A doctor or someone would come and look at me and say, ‘An old lady has fallen. At her age, she should be in 
hospital.’ I don’t want that. My family say, ‘Oh no,’ but that is how I feel. The personal alarm gives my family 
some feeling of security, but not me. 

Yes, I know that the pendant doesn’t work if there is a power cut or the phone is out of order, because the 
ESPOPF Newsletter told me. I think I am on the list of vulnerable adults for the electricity service, but I have 
never had a reason to test it to see what sort of service they offer in an emergency. I should make sure I am 
still on the list.

If I fell and couldn’t get up, I know that I could press the button and someone would come to help. I would 
hope they would contact my daughter first, but I don’t know. I think they would send an ambulance and then 
hospital. If I were seriously ill, I hope I could be nursed at home.

I have a mobile phone and very occasionally use it. My daughter tells me I must take it with me whenever I go 
out so that I can contact her if there is any problem and she would come to fetch me wherever I am. But what 
would happen if she were making or receiving a call? I am hopeless with gizmos. 

My daughter is not just my support, she’s my enabler. She takes me everywhere I need to go: doctor’s, dentist, 
Falls Clinic, shopping . She is about 60, has a grown-up family and 3 grandchildren who live in the New 
Forest. I see her most days which is absolutely wonderful. My son-in-law is very good too.” 



Strategies (4)

“If neighbours had been 
alerted, help could have 
arrived quite quickly.”

“I am 82 and live with my husband, who is 86, in a rural location in a village lane. Most of the houses 
are detached with large gardens, set back from the road and not visible. Many of the residents are 
retired couples.

About 2 years ago, within a few weeks of each, four residents in the lane found themselves in desperate 
situations with no help at hand. One, alone in the house, fell in his garden after rushing out to photograph 
deer. He injured his knee severely and only just managed to get back to the house on his bottom and make 
a 999 call. Another, a woman, alone in her house in a storm on a Saturday afternoon, was convinced that a 
neighbour’s tree was about to fall on her property and she was unable to raise neighbours, EBC, the parish 
tree warden or anyone. A disabled woman, who lived alone, became aware that her house was on fire and 
that she had to evacuate the property urgently. Another woman fell backwards off a chair when attempting 
to attach a curtain ring to a curtain rail. She was unable to move and, though her husband was in the house, 
she was unable to attract his attention by shouting because he had a hearing loss.

Eventually, all these residents mercifully emerged from these situations, which revealed the vulnerability of 
older people to distressing experiences with no obvious means of assistance. Neighbours and partners were 
out or on holiday. They were isolated in emergency situations, all of which could have had fatal consequences 
and some where even the telephone was not an option, or not answered. 

In all these cases, it appeared that local assistance was needed and, if neighbours had been alerted, help could 
have arrived quite quickly. Neighbours had not bonded and the lane did not have a Neighbourhood Watch 
scheme, yet that might have been a source of help.

I contacted the Eastleigh Borough Neighbourhood Watch organiser and he told me about the scheme and 
offered to come out to the village and meet the residents of the lane to discuss the formation of a group. 
I convened a meeting of my neighbours, whose email addresses I managed to acquire and many of whom 
I did not know. About 16 of them came and after a long discussion, there was unanimous agreement to form 
a group. One couple agreed to be the organisers and two other residents agreed to help. It was probably the 
first time that some of the residents had met each other and now they had been introduced!

The scheme has been very successful in issuing police alerts about local crime and scams and has instigated a 
no cold-calling zone, which has cut down the number of unsolicited offers of work and strangers knocking on 
doors.

There seem to have been no further incidents like the ones that led to the formation of the Neighbourhood 
Watch group, but it is generally appreciated that we are living in a friendly little community and are willing 
to help each other and that, if something were to happen, we would be able to summon help swiftly from the 
Scheme organisers. We are about to review the progress of the scheme.”
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The list of providers is not complete and providers offer differing services. The prices and rentals, as at 
January 2016, were presented in different ways and an attempt has been made to recalculate them to make 
comparison easier. 
Before purchase, please check on the contact numbers given to ensure details are up-to-date. 

ALARM
PROVIDER

COST TO INSTALL 
OR INITIAL COST

RENTAL 

Annual     Monthly
RANGE KEY

Figures in blue indicate VAT added
*Asterisk = unavailable, cost for comparison

AgeUK 

Personal Alarms

0800 030 4385

Self connect £69.00  
(£82.80)

Visit £129 (£154.80)

£180.48*

£216.36*

£15.04*

£18.03*

50m Key holders/safe. Medical details. 
Pay quarterly. 
Weekly £3.47 or £4.16.
Life £899 or £1,078.80

Aster Living

0333 400 8299

Free assessment and 
installation 

Optional GPS £100

£202.80*

£243.36*

£811.20*

£16.90

£20.28

£67.60*

50m

GPS

South central England only.
Key safe recommended if no 
contact available.
Optional GPS £15.60/week

Buddi

0800 978 8800

To buy £269, 

then £6.50/week

To hire £11.50/week

£338.00*

£598.00*

£28.17*

£49.83*

GPS For memory loss, dementia. Pay 
weekly. GPS Europe-wide.

Includes £1.50/week insurance

Careline

0800 101 3333

£40.00 £125.00

£150.00

£13.89

£16.67

100m Just plug in. Quarterly or annual 
payments. Falls detector unit.

£195/year £234/year

Centra Pulse
Limmex

0330 134 7770

£264.00 (price of watch)

£264.00 (VAT exempt)

£215.76*

£258.96*

£17.98

£21.58

GPS Wrist watch with 2-way phone

Additional rental for location 
monitoring.

Centra Pulse 
Vega

0330 134 7770

£349.00 (price of watch)

£418.80 (price of watch)

£372.00*

£446.40*

£31.00

£37.20

GPS Emergency assistance and location 
monitoring
Also available to rent only,
£45 or £54/month

Lifeline 24

0800 999 0400

£35.00

£42.00

£128.00

£153.60

£12.49

£14.99

100m Just plug in. Life £699 or £838.80

Mindme Alarm

01243 778 688

£95.00

£114.00

£198.00*

£237.60*

£16.50*

£19.80*

GPS Chichester-based. Patient located every 3 
minutes.

Mindme Locate

01243 778 688

£90.00

£108.00

£174.00*

£208.80*

£14.50*

£17.40*

GPS Mindme Locate response from carer
Payable quarterly.

One Community

023 8090 2416

£10.00 £156.00*

Not 
vatable

£13.00* 50m Quarterly or 6-monthly payment 
preferred. Lyndhurst based. Fitted by volun-
teer.

Radian Lifelink

0300 123 1 567

Free £216.00*

£259.20*

£18.00

£21.60

50m Required: Doctor’s name, medical
conditions, address, next of kin, 
2 key holders

Saga

0800 092 3371

£99.00

£118.80

£191.40*

£229.68*

£15.95

£19.14

100m Unwanted caller button provided
Key holders recommended.

Telecare24

0800 180 8540

£39.00

£46.80

£124.00

£148.80

£12.00

£14.40

100m Award-winning HCC Argenti 
partnership. 

5 add-ons Key holder or key safe. 
Leaflet available

INVESTIGATIONS - 1. Comparison of alarm providers
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INVESTIGATIONS - 2.  Local personal alarm providers

Hampshire Telecare 24 - personal alarms and sensors
Telecare uses alarm systems and sensors to help reassure you and your relatives that you are safe in your home.

In this guide
  1. How telecare works 
  2. Cost of telecare 
  3. Watch the Argenti Telecare video 
  4. Further information 

Personal alarms: are sometimes referred to as community alarms and are worn around your neck or on your 
wrist at all times when you are in your home. By pressing the button on your alarm an alert will be raised 
with the 24/7 monitoring centre which will then phone a family member, friend, neighbour, nurse or warden 
(if you live in sheltered housing) when there’s something wrong.

Motion sensors: can automatically switch on a bedside light at night when you get out of bed, making a trip 
or fall less likely.

Other sensors: the range of sensors available is very wide and if you contact the telecare provider Argenti 
to discuss the issue you are concerned about, a specialist adviser will explain the different ways in which 
telecare might be able to help.

Telecare that helps keep you in good health
  • activity monitor
  • fall detector
  • incontinence sensor
  • epilepsy sensor
  • medication reminders and management
  • bed or chair occupancy sensor

Telecare that helps keep you safe in the home
  • carbon monoxide detector  
  • fire or smoke alarm
  • flood detector
  • gas shut-off valve
  • temperature extreme detector
  • bogus caller/panic button
  • property exit sensor
            
Cost of telecare 
Funded
Hampshire County Council may fund the provision of telecare equipment following an assessment which 
shows that you have an eligible need and you meet the criteria for funded telecare. 
Request an assessment.

Purchasing privately
Argenti, in partnership with Hampshire County Council, offers telecare for a fee of £18.99 per month plus VAT 
(you may be eligible for a VAT exemption). This is a bespoke telecare package and includes instant access to 
24/7 help and an annual ‘service health check’ in your home from trained assessors.
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If you choose to purchase the Argenti service and your circumstances change and you require more support, 
Argenti can respond quickly.
For more information on this service, please contact Argenti or watch the Argenti Telecare video

Visit our information and advice pages at
Connect to Support Hampshire for information about equipment. 

Other sources of information   
  Google Hampshire Telecare 
  Google Argenti Telecare video
  Phone Adult Services 0345 265 80003

PS  This information has been taken from Hantsweb, the website of Hampshire County Council. 
Please note that there is no mention of the fact that personal/community alarms will not work if your  
telephone landline is out of order or if you have a power cut.

One Community Lifeline
LifeLine is a telephone-linked support 
service designed to maintain a safer lifestyle 
and the independence of clients while 
bringing peace of mind to relatives and 
carers.

Lifeline clients are supplied with a panic 
button in the form of a pendant worn 
around the neck or, if more convenient, 
as a wrist or belt activated button. Clients 
are also supplied with a Lifeline telephone 
control unit, designed for use with an 
existing telephone, which is programmed 
to dial the control centre. Help can be 
summoned by pressing the control button.

All you need is a modern telephone socket 
and a 13-amp power outlet. There is an 
initial admin charge of £10.00 to set the 
service up and a small fee of just £3.00 per 
week, paid quarterly.

It is also possible to have key safes fitted for 
a small charge, enabling carers’ access if 
required.

P.S. This information is taken from the One Community website. There is no mention of the fact that 
personal/community alarms will not work if your telephone landline is out of order or if you have a 
power cut.

Current Lifeline Promotion:
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INVESTIGATIONS - 3. Telephone Priority- Repair services

Object: 
To follow up Ofcom rule that telephone companies are obliged to provide Priority Fault Repair for customers 
with disabilities by checking disability criteria and target times for repair.

Method: 
Customer care services of four telephone providers, namely BT, Talk Talk, Virgin Media and Post Office, were 
contacted by telephone and asked

1. What are the special needs requirements to qualify for priority repair? 

2. Is a doctor’s/medical certificate required?

3. What is the target time for dealing with faults? 

Calls were made between 7 & 8 p.m. on Wednesday 8th June 2016.

Results:

BT: 

Outline requirements in their publication “Communication Choices – Free Priority Fault Repair Scheme.” 
Pages 4 and 6 outline: 

Who can apply? 

Those (or someone living with those) registered as Chronically Sick & Disabled or those incapacitated and 
therefore housebound.

How to apply 

Applications must be countersigned by your doctor or hospital consultant. The Customer Care Advisor, Brian, 
needed to check with his supervisor regarding target times and special needs and came back with the reply 
that as from July 3rd 2016 there will be a target time of 24hrs for everyone and they are looking to do away 
with Priority Fault Repair Scheme. 

When asked if this will meet the requirements of Ofcom the response was somewhat vague –
 “Everyone will benefit with no requirement for medical certificate or personal alarm.” 

Tel. 0800 800 150    Time taken: 10 mins 29s    Advisor: Brian

TALK TALK: 

(Website information) The free priority fault-repair service is available if your household includes someone 
at risk and meeting the criteria: Home Renal or Peritoneal Dialysis Machine; Artificial ventilator;  unable to 
access the house unaided due to long-term illness or disability.

 It was difficult to understand the accent of the advisor (I imagine the care centre is managed from abroad 
- India or Pakistan) and even after asking the advisor to repeat their name I was unable to understand it.   

Answers to the questions revealed that a doctor’s/medical certificate is needed and the target time for dealing 
with faults is 24 – 48 hrs.  Tel 0345 172 0088
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POST OFFICE: 

(Website information) An individual welfare case resolution process is used with, typically, the following 
people being given a priority service: wheelchair users or anyone with serious mobility problems; customers 
with a serious progressive disability or medical condition; customers with a severe mental problem; 
customers with a severely sick child; customers who are carers for any of the previous.

Replies to questions:  the target time is 24 – 48 hrs. If you are elderly and vulnerable with a personal alarm 
(careline alarm) you get to the top of the list. They have set up temporary lines (e.g. through a window) to 
provide a service when a line is down. 

Tel 0345 600 3210 Time taken: 6mins 6s. Advisor: Nicky

VIRGIN MEDIA:

(Website) In the event of a fault, where a special needs customer has a bona fide need of urgent repair, priority 
is given to restoring such a customer’s service. When asked about the special needs requirements and the 
need for a doctor’s certificate, the advisor wasn’t 100% sure and needed to make enquiries –
“Nobody is 100% sure”. 

The eventual reply was that a form is sent out to be filled in and decisions are made on an individual case 
basis – no doctor’s/medical certificate is required. Target time is 4 hrs – “Make an emergency call and 
technician assistance will be arranged.” 

Tel 0845 454 1111 Time taken: 12mins 23s. Advisor: Kas

General observation:

It was not easy getting through to any of the call advisors and it is often a long-winded process where you are 
asked to key in a number on your phone or speak an answer to questions that do not relate to your enquiry. 

Most of the providers asked you to enter your phone number and account number – not helpful if you do not 
have an account or telephone of that provider. It is noted from the times taken to complete the call, normally 
in a queue, that customer care centres seem understaffed. 

The whole process could be quite intimidating for the elderly and vulnerable.

June 2016



EASTLEIGH SOUTHERN PARISHES
OLDER PEOPLE’S FORUM

www.espopf.org
Ofcom 
Riverside House 
2a Southwark Bridge Road 
London 
SE1 9HA 

October 11 2016

Dear Sir/Madam

My forum is researching the help that is available to older people in emergency situations and one 
of the problems that we were alerted to was members’ failure to activate personal alarms during 
landline faults.

We have found that personal alarms are provided in the main to older, older people, who are most 
likely to be disabled and vulnerable in other ways. Their need for swift response to landline faults is 
therefore crucial to their wellbeing.

Further investigation revealed that, for a significant number of people, the general response by 
Outreach was unsatisfactory and also that the service required by Ofcom for vulnerable and disabled 
users did not seem to exist, or, if it did, they did not know about it.

One member concluded from her experience that she was told that she would be put on a list - but no 
further action resulted. Our research has included an investigation of providers’ services to vulnerable 
users, which indicates that Ofcom’s requirements are not being actioned.

A conversation with Catherine Smith on your Helpline resulted in her directing me to your Special 
Measures for End-Users with Disabilities, and Section 15.6 and 15.10 in particular, which set out 
the responsibilities as communications providers. She said that Ofcom investigated services only if 
sufficient, specific complaints were made.

I am therefore sending you our initial findings about the services provided, for your comments.  We 
expect to finish the research at the end of the month and will send you a copy when it is available.  
Our earlier research is on our website.

Yours faithfully
Diane Andrewes
Hon. Secretary
Orchard Hill  Salterns Lane Old Bursledon SO31 8DH

INVESTIGATIONS - 
4. Ofcom Special Measures for disabled end-users
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Ofcom Reference: 00348802

12 October 2016

Dear Ms Andrewes

Thank you for your email addressed to Sharon White dated 11 October 2016, it has been passed to me 
in the Consumer Contact Team to respond. 

I understand from your correspondence that you are currently conducting research into the help 
that is available from service providers for vulnerable people, should a fault occur on their landline. I 
appreciate the time you have taken in compiling this research and I hope the information provided is 
helpful to you.

While Ofcom currently has no direct regulations on how long it should take a provider to repair a 
service, their contract should set out what customers can expect of them. In addition, Openreach has 
service level agreements with providers regarding how long it should take for the necessary work 
to be completed. If these service level agreements are not met, providers can claim compensation 
from Openreach, and consumers can claim compensation from their own provider in line with their 
contract. 

In April 2016, Ofcom introduced a number of specific performance standards for fault repairs. 
In summary, Openreach is required to:

• complete around 80% of fault repairs within one to two working days of being notified,  
   irrespective of factors such as severe weather conditions:

• make clear the timeframe in which it is completing any remaining jobs for the provider in order 
   that reassurance is given to consumers about how long the work is likely to take: and

• provide detailed key performance indicators, which will be publically available and allow us to 
   monitor Openreach’s performance closely and intervene further if required.

I was sorry to read that your research indicates that Ofcom’s requirements are not being actioned. As 
you are aware Ofcom has regulations around the responsibilities of providers regarding fault repairs 
and if we believe it’s necessary we will intervene. As Katharine advised when you called, Ofcom does 
not become involved in individual cases, so the information you have provided has been formally 
recorded and will be used to help identify potential problems. If we feel that the level of complaints 
raised about this matter is enough to suggest widespread harm is being caused to consumers, rest 
assured we will look to investigate and take any action we deem appropriate to ensure consumers 
remain sufficiently protected within the communications industry.

I hope the information has been useful.

Thank you for contacting Ofcom.

Yours sincerely

Rachael Seddon
Consumer Contact Team

Contact OFCOM to complain about your fault-repair service
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INVESTIGATIONS - 
5. Setting up emergency facilities on mobile phones

One of the researchers, who had owned a DoroPhoneEasy 506 mobile phone for some years, had seen ICE on 
his mobile phone but had no idea what it meant. He had used his mobile infrequently, for example, when 
driving long distances in case of accidents, when he had a fault on his landline and when meeting friends off 
a train or plane. He rarely had his mobile with him. 

Inputting medical information

At the brain storming session, in November 2015, he realised that ICE stood for “In Case of Emergency”. He accessed 
the Doro website (www.doro.co.uk/support) and found that the feature on his mobile was in two parts.

• Information about the owner. In an emergency, a paramedic or by-stander is able, by using the older 
    person’s mobile phone, to select the menu to access the ICE facility which provides previously-entered 
    details of necessary information: name; date of birth; height; weight; language; NHS insurance 
    number; details of two contacts; doctor’s phone number; medical condition; allergies; blood group; 
    vaccination status; medication; other. 

• Emergency button. This is on the back of the mobile and, in standby mode, when the ICE button is 
    held down, five numbers will be contacted at 25 second intervals until one is answered.

He had little difficulty is putting his medical information into his mobile, selecting “Menu”, “Phonebook” and 
“ICE”. There was only room for two items of medication and he was taking four different tablets!

Setting up the ICE emergency numbers 

He went to the Doro website and set up his mobile with two emergency numbers. By holding down the 
emergency button on the back, his mobile was supposed to contact first, his home landline and, if that failed, 
his wife’s mobile. The emergency button failed because the answer facility on his home number cut in after 
25 seconds and announced, “Welcome to voicemail. The person you called is unable to take your call. 
Please record your message now” and the sequence was interrupted. When the mobile number was accessed, 
it announced “The person you have dialled is unable to take your call. Please leave a message after the tone” 
and the sequence was again interrupted. Later models of some mobile phones have overcome this problem. 

He next changed the setting on his BT Paragon landline phone, which had been set up so that the voicemail 
message was heard after the phone had been ringing for 15 seconds. He changed the setting to 30 seconds, 
allowing longer to answer the phone. He was unable to change the voicemail setting on his mobile.

Finally, he set up the “Speed Dial” feature. Twelve phone numbers can be entered into the Phonebook and 
then into Speed Dial. Details of how to do this are in the “Quick Start Guide” which comes with the mobile. 
In stand-by mode, one of twelve keys is pressed and held down to ring, for instance, a relative or neighbour. 
Speed dialling has many advantages over an alarm pendant.

For a few older people, particularly those with memory loss, a personal alarm may be life saving. However, 
although 84% (332/395) of respondents to the questionnaire have mobile phones, not a single one of them 
knew of the speed dialling feature or, indeed, many of the other features on their mobiles. They may have 
been purchased and set up by relatives who may, or may not, have been aware, themselves. It is common 
for older people to be provided with computers, cameras, mobiles and gadgets of all sorts by well-meaning 
relatives without the very necessary explanations and support.     
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For many older people, a simple mobile costing £20 would provide a better option than a personal alarm, at a 
negligible cost. The 83 respondents renting personal alarms spend £10,000 in total, year on year. Knowledge 
of how to use their mobiles would save them a lot of money. 

The obvious disadvantage of mobiles is that they are harder to carry around than a wrist band or pendant. 
Some mobiles have a small stud which is exposed when the back cover is removed. Many are unaware of this 
facility.

A thin piece of string or wire 
can be attached to a stud. 

The mobile can then be 
attached to a clip for carrying 
around.

Mobile phones  
    
Operation 
12 contacts available by pressing one of 12 buttons
Knowledge of using mobile as a phone
Caller has full responsibility 
Only works where there is mobile reception
Add-ons: phonebook, alarm clock, messages, etc
Can be used as phone  
Key safe and key holders optional 
Battery must be re-charged regularly 

Cost  

No set up charge. Basic mobile costs £20
No rental required  
    

Carrying mobile phones 

Has facility for affixing string, wire and clip 
Interference with pace-maker if round neck.

Personal alarms  
    
Operation  

Call centre contacted by pressing one button
Hands-free conversation with call centre
Call centre takes responsibility until help arrives
Only works within range of base unit, 50 or 100 m
Many add-ons available, CO monitor, etc
Can’t be used as phone  
Key safe and key holders recommended
Requires electricity supply 

Cost  

Cheapest initial cost is One Community £10
Quarterly or annual rental for 24-hour service
Cheapest rental is £124 per annum (Telecare24)

Carrying personal alarms
Pendant, waist band, wrist band 
Does not interfere with pace-maker

INVESTIGATIONS
6. General comparison of personal alarms and mobile phones
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INVESTIGATIONS - 
7.  Computer Skills Course for 
older people at local arts centre 

In October 2016, two researchers visited a monthly “Computer Skills” session at Wildern School d.@rtcentre, 
a local arts centre in Hedge End. They met the Community Co-ordinator, who told them told them about the 
Computer Drop-in Workshops.

“They started about 3 years ago as a result of the Hampshire Schools’ Challenge Competition. The children 
came up with the idea of a Drop-in Centre for Older People, where, using their computer skills, they could 
work with them. They won £1,000 towards the project. It’s quite flexible. People just turn up and tell the 
children what they want to know. 

Some people may turn up and say,”I want to know about mobile phones”, but that is not how we market 
it; we market it as a “Computer Skills Course”. We are very flexible because we have young people here 
to help, and if it’s within their skills remit they can help out.  We had someone once who had a problem 
with computer skills which was quite specific, so we just called on our massive Information Technology 
department.

I think you’ll find that a young person can find their way around any mobile phone, as all of them have a 
common theme with a menu, and although it may not be exactly like their mobile, they can quickly find out 
about it. We’ve never had a problem. No-one has ever asked about whether a mobile phone could help in an 
emergency. The main thing they may want to know is how to take photographs with their mobile phones 
and surf the internet. The last three people with mobile phones wanted to do that.

We are quite unusual here. A lot of schools do work with older people because there is definitely a push 
towards involving older people in schools and pots of money that we can use. We had a guy who wanted 
to store his record collection. Many people want to do online shopping, things like that. They can get goods 
delivered if they are not very well and we help people go online to make appointments for their doctor’s 
surgery. The biggest problem is that people don’t have broadband at home. They come and then they don’t 
come again, because they have learned what they want to know, so we’ve satisfied them. One lady popped in 
with her mobile phone and then she came back two or three times because that was her interest.

Our service is low key and people drop in. You’ll find in all ages there is varying ability.  Some people are 
quite clued up, but you’ll get people who are quite specific and people who are scared of it, so we have to be 
completely flexible.

We work with One Community and provide mini-bus transport, so we look after those who have difficulty 
getting here and don’t drive. They are able to get out and have social contact. We offer this service once a 
month and when no-one turns up it is frustrating. The students are 14 or 15 and they want to help.  If they 
haven’t got grandparents, they love it. They find out about life before the days of computers and mobile 
phones and, sometimes, about living through the war - at home or on the front.”

An older person getting to 
grips with his mobile phone 
under watchful eyes.
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Appendices 
1.Report of a brainstorming meeting on personal alarms 17.11.15
Present: 16 members, aged 70 – 92 years old, including those with personal alarms; those without; those 
who were strongly against them; those who were content with them; those who had been pushed into 
getting them; those who knew nothing about them.

1.  A member explained the problems she had experienced when needing to use her personal alarm. 
      There was a fault on her telephone line which meant that her alarm could not be used, but she had
      purchased the alarm for use in an emergency!  Clearly, in this emergency, it was not fit for purpose. 
      Members were invited to comment on their own experiences.

2.  Personal alarms that were mentioned had been provided by One Community and Saga. They are usually
      pendants hanging from the neck, but those that can be strapped on the wrist are preferred. They work  
      on the principle that help can be summoned in an emergency by pressing a button, which activates a 
      base unit alerting the provider, who deals with the emergency.

3.  Costs range from £31 - £39 per quarter i.e.  £124 - £156 per year and it is cheaper to pay by Direct Debit.

4.  Some people had been pressured into having them by families. Some, living alone, imagined that the
      alarms would provide security and that they would be rescued more or less instantly, if in difficulties.

5.  Some people were not told about shortcomings by the providers.  One Community now issue a paper 
      stating that it will not be held responsible for breakdown or failure of equipment, power lines or 
      electricity.

6.  Disadvantages were thought to be:
 • The pendant or wrist band works only within 40 metres of the connection and so may not operate 
    in the garden or beyond.
 • It must not be worn in bed as the wearer might activate it by lying on it.
 • It must not be worn in the shower or bath, as many are not waterproof
 • It is unlikely that the wearer would  put it on in the middle of the night when visiting the bathroom
 • It has to be plugged into a main-line socket
 • It requires key holders, preferably 3 neighbours, and depends on their availability.  If they are not  
    available the call is dealt with by the provider, who will probably contact the ambulance service.
 • If it hangs from the neck, it is a nuisance and gets mixed up with jewellery and spectacle chains.
 • It engenders a false sense of security.

7. Advantages of having a personal alarm were thought to be:
 • Engendering a feeling of independence - having arranged emergency cover
 • Feeling safer and reducing fears of needing residential care
 • Reassuring worried relatives

8. A second issue was the poor service from telephone providers BT (Open Reach) and Virgin:
 • In order to report a fault on the telephone line, it is necessary to have a mobile phone (BT)
 • The reporting procedure is very difficult (BT)
 • The first response is from a call centre in India and communication is very difficult (BT)
 • BT has a so-called preferential response for vulnerable people, but in practice this appears to be 
    nothing more than putting the caller on a priority list of callers (BT)
 • Virgin promises a call within 4 hours (Virgin).
9.   Alternatives were considered:
 • Cordless telephones, but they too require electricity and how would they be carried about?
 • Mobile phones have buttons for emergencies, but, again, how will they be accessible in emergencies  
    e.g. falls, bath, shower?
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10. The general feeling was that personal alarms produced a false feeling of security, that they were not   
         always reliable when put to the test, they were expensive and they had too many disadvantages.

It was recommended 
	 •	That	the		ESPOPF	Committee	should	arrange	for	research	to	be	carried	out	amongst	the	
    membership to determine whether personal alarms were fit for purpose and value for money.
	 •	That	BT	should	be	contacted	about	its	alleged	poor	reporting	system	for	line	faults	and	remedial		
    service, Outreach, and the alleged shortcomings of its advertised priority service for vulnerable users.

2. Report of the Mini-focus groups
1. Three small focus groups, led by researchers, were attended by ESPOPF members who had brought along 
     their own mobile phones for comparison purposes. Each group consisted of at least four people who had  
     brought along a wide range of phones and each person was able to contribute.

2. The task was to share information about the mobile phones that are used, or that are owned but not 
     used. The makes included Nokia, Alcataek, Samsung, Huawei, Doro, Apple small ipad, Android.

3. After introductions, members were asked to say and demonstrate in turn, why and how they used their 
     mobile phones. The use ranged from not using them at all and keeping them switched off to being    
     almost totally dependent on them for everyday living, especially if living alone.

4. The uses included: emails, photographs, texting, Facebook, Satnav., internet, weather forecasts, Solitaire, 
     calculator, face-to-face, phone directory, AA emergencies, texting grandchildren, medical appointments, 
     photos, alarm, light, google, apps,  Bluetooth, Wifi, voice recognition, information, contact landline 
     provider or Outreach, contact taxi.

5. Mobile phones were compared for:   
 • Simplicity:  simple, complicated, straightforward
 • Price:  gift, pay-as-you-go, £5 - £34 per month, £800+
 • Extra features:  ICE, none, many, apps.

6. Mobile phones were compared for use in emergencies and all could dial 111 or 999, substitute for a
     landline, call breakdown services and contact key holders, though the telephone numbers have to be 
     mobile, or landline numbers without ansafones, for the calls always to be successful.

7. It was noted that Which? had surveyed simple mobile phones for older people and recommended 6 models.

8. Opinions on mobile phones varied from fascination and dependence to strong antipathy, lack of 
     incentive to use them and impatience arising from the users’ physical impairments e.g. arthritis, loss 
     of hearing, poor eyesight. It was noted that, if instructions were supplied, the print was often too small 
     to read or the language was incomprehensible. One plus was the opportunity to make contact with the 
     younger generation through texting. Another was the use in emergency situations.

9. The workshop was considered to be a success as far as the exchange of information was concerned, with 
     users learning more from each other about the potential uses of their mobiles, though not for persuading 
     those who still lacked the incentive to start using them.
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3.  Questionnaire
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Conclusions
In this study of ESPOPF members, all over 60 years, 404 respondents completed questionnaires about 
emergencies, personal alarms, landlines and mobile phones.

Just over two-thirds of the respondents (68%) were women and the majority (73%) were between 75 and 
89 years. Women were more likely to live alone (53%) than were men (23%). Most respondents lived in 
bungalows or detached and semi-detached houses throughout Eastleigh’s southern parishes. 40% of 
respondents reported no physical impairments, but hearing loss and lack of mobility affected most of the rest.
60% of respondents had no emergency situations to report, but 40% described 300 episodes, most of which 
were due to age and impairments. Episodes of unconsciousness resulted in many emergencies and the few 
people who reported them had at least 6 emergencies each.  

Only one in five of respondents (83/404) had personal alarms - no-one under 60 had one, but after the age 
of 95, six out of seven had them. The majority were installed by providers and Eastleigh’s One Community 
was the most common provider. The other local provider was Hampshire County Council’s award-winning 
Telecare24. The most usual reasons for getting one were “living alone” and “family insisted”. The most 
common reason for not getting one was “don’t need one” and “don’t live alone”.

Most personal alarms were pendants (67), though some respondents had wrist buttons (15) and pull-cords 
(available in sheltered housing and residential accommodation). Most respondents had owned them for at 
least five years. By pressing the button, the owner may access a call centre or warden, who has the necessary 
information to summon help from key holders or the emergency services. Few people were aware of the 
20 available add-ons and one-third knew that their alarms would not work during a power cut or a fault on 
the landline.

Owners of personal alarms usually had key safes outside their front doors (60%), so that the emergency 
services or key holders could enter. Most help during emergencies came from families, partner or neighbours.  
All those with personal alarms were satisfied with them.

All respondents had landline telephones and BT was the most common provider (42%), followed by TalkTalk, 
Virgin and Sky. Outreach was the usual repair service. 60% of the respondents had never had landline faults, 
but 40% experienced faults, of which 60% were repaired within three days and 11% took over 2 weeks.
84% of respondents had mobile phones and 16%, mainly older respondents, were without. Nearly all 60-year 
olds had mobiles (97%) while only a few (33%) of 90-year olds had one. A few people (17%) had all three 
phone facilities - landline, mobile phone and personal alarm – but most had landline and mobile only (70%). 
Smart phones were not used in emergencies and simple mobiles were rarely used, even though it is possible 
to set up emergency numbers using Contacts and ICE features or using the Speed Dial feature. However, the 
survey and focus groups reveal that some older people do not even know what type of phone they have, let 
alone the features they provide and how to use them.

The interviews reveal a variety of emergencies and some prescient older people use a wide range of coping 
strategies to fit their circumstances and to ward off and cope with disasters.

The comparison of personal alarms reveals a very wide range of features, add-ons, prices and rentals. 
Respondents were largely ignorant of many of these features, and the advantages and disadvantages, 
especially if the alarm had been bought by the family for the older person. A further comparison reveals that 
mobile phones provide the same ability to alert key holders more directly and more cheaply. They are invaluable 
for summoning help if the landline is out of order.

Ofcom requires telephone companies to maintain vulnerable user lists and to offer them an enhanced service. 
However, no evidence was found in an investigation that this enhanced service was operating. 
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Discussion  
Our research raises fundamental questions about whether, as a society, we should be concerned about 
whether and how older people survive emergencies - defined as “unexpected occurrences demanding 
immediate action”. 

If we should be concerned, is it realistic to think that all vulnerable older people would benefit from personal 
alarms? Are they panaceas for every situation?  Should families and older people take stock of their disabilities, 
do their own risk assessments and develop coping strategies?  Who else should be involved?  Does this 
research have implications for health and social services and communities?   

People are living longer and, in the main, preferring to continue living independently in their own homes - 
which is just as well, given the recently-publicised decline and disappearance of older people’s residential 
accommodation and expected staff shortages. Local and national government should take steps now to 
ensure the safety of older people. Those who can must maintain good mental and physical health by taking 
regular exercise, eating healthily, exercising their brains, maintaining social contacts and reducing the risk of 
falling. What more should we do to survive emergencies?

We did not expect that more than half the respondents to the research would have no emergency situations 
to report, since there is an expectation, borne out of everyday experience, that older people may often 
experience falls, accidents, the onset of sudden illness, incidents resulting from memory loss or periods of 
unconsciousness. Do we bury unpleasant experiences and blank them out of recollection?  If the outcome 
is good, do we forget the emergency aspect with relief and dismiss what might have gone wrong? Do we 
fear the consequences if we report the emergency and are taken to hospital or into care? Do we define 
emergencies too narrowly - as only those incidents that require the summoning of emergency services?              

What we have learned from the emergencies that were reported are that couples handle them better than 
singles and that, mostly, people cope, though, of course, only survivors responded to the survey!  Most people 
dial 999 - and there was overall satisfaction with the response, which was quick, calm, competent and 
comprehensive. 999 operators were said to be “on the ball” and usually stayed with the caller, giving 
instructions until the ambulance arrived. The ambulance service, itself, is very important and most reports 
were very complimentary, especially now that para-medics do full assessments on the spot and do not 
routinely choose the visit to Accident and Emergency as the required option.

We were very surprised to discover from the research that just over one fifth of respondents had personal 
alarms. Those who had them were in their later years and were extremely satisfied with them.  Others 
thought they were expensive and did not see the need for them, as they did not live alone. In many cases, the 
performance and reliability of the alarm had never been tested, but paying for a personal alarm was said to be 
like paying for insurance:  you expect never to use it!  Are they good value, or are they a rip-off?  Respondents 
claimed that it is difficult to evaluate the price of the feeling of security which the personal alarm provides. 
The Telecare24 alarm, recommended by Hampshire Adult Services, provides a wide range of add-ons that 
would enable a very vulnerable person to stay put, thanks to advanced technology. Reduced charges are 
available as concessions, if ordered through Adult Services.

The advantages and disadvantages of key safes were reported. The most-mentioned advantages were that 
only one key was required for paid carers, personal alarm contacts, family members, friends, emergency 
services and cleaners, who could enter the premises if the older person were disabled, ill, away or out; that 
individuals would never again be embarrassed by locking themselves out of the house; that neighbours could 
take in deliveries. Disadvantages were said to be that too many people would know about the key, even if 
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they ceased to use it; that it would be too difficult to change the code so that everyone who needed to know 
would know the new number. Perhaps everyone should have a key safe?

The research showed that the great majority of respondents have mobile phones, but the questionnaires, 
interviews and focus groups revealed that many older people do not know how to use them. They should 
get to know their features and how to use them in an emergency. They are cheaper and more versatile than 
personal alarms, though not as easy to carry around. They are essential if there is no landline available as in 
car accidents, or when there is a fault on the line. It is possible to have large figures and letters on them. 
The ICE button on the back of some models is very valuable in an emergency, as it will reveal a list of contacts 
to someone in the emergency services. Speed dialling is a fast, easy way of summoning help. Mobile phones 
seem to be replacing landlines already. Will they, in turn, be replaced by something better?

The interviews reveal examples and different strategies for dealing with emergencies should they arise. 
They give examples of individuals assessing risks within their own homes and developing the strategies 
that suit them to mitigate the risks. Adaptations should be sought after taking professional advice; security 
measures should be investigated and installed.  We tend not to think ahead, but it is sensible to plan for 
emergencies, in the knowledge that they will happen. Keeping fit and well is most important, taking every 
opportunity to remain active by joining clubs and retaining social contacts in the community and exercising 
the body and mind.   Families and friends are crucial and need to be cultivated, especially if people are living 
alone.  

The poet, John Donne, famously said, “No man is an island” and we all should ensure that older people 
we know are not left isolated. Contact telephone numbers may be exchanged and regular calls made on a 
reciprocal basis just to keep in touch. Good Neighbour groups have developed in communities to answer 
specific needs, many older people volunteer to help and others are glad to benefit. Caring communities are 
essential if disasters are to be avoided.

Obviously, statutory health and social care services are vital and should be integrated, not to save money, 
but to provide a joined-up response in an ageing society. District councils, too, should be planning and 
encouraging age-friendly communities, with appropriate housing. These services should provide the basic 
framework for supporting older people in their communities.  However, if Government is not providing the 
necessary resources for essential services, the outlook is bleak, and more and more older people will be left to 
fend for themselves. The number of citizens over 85 is expected to double within a generation.

In this situation, preventing emergencies is essential, and a fast response is needed, if the worst happens.  
The research shows that the private energy and telephone providers are not always delivering the quick-
repair service that is essential for vulnerable end-users, especially those with personal alarms.  Ofcom has 
laid down the standard, but waits for individual complaints before investigating non-compliance. 
The best thing to do in an emergency is still to dial 999.  

At present, a mobile phone appears to be the only reliable method of doing that!  - provided it has been 
charged and has network coverage.
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Recommendations
1 That Government increase and ring-fence local government and NHS spending on older people to 
    ensure that the necessary support is available to prevent and respond to emergency situations 
    within their homes.

2 That local government recognise the importance of preventing and responding to older people’s 
    emergency situations by providing joined-up necessary services and by encouraging and enabling 
    caring and age-friendly communities.

3 That older people, themselves, with families and friends, should develop individual strategies, 
    as demonstrated in this research, to prevent and deal with emergencies.

4 That providers of personal alarms should give all relevant information to prospective buyers,
    including details of add-ons and failure to function during power cuts and telephone line failures, 
    to avoid accusations of mis-selling.

5 That providers of telephone landlines and energy companies should review their fault-repair services  
    to vulnerable people, in line with Ofcom regulations, to ensure that they are not left in distress.

6  That retail outlets selling  mobile phones be required to improve their communication with 
     older people, to ensure that they are familiar with the products they are buying. This includes  
     enlarging the print on information provided with the product and explaining features, especially 
     those that are useful in emergencies, such as speed-dailling and ICE.

7 That all those visiting older people, including participants in the Hampshire trigger-tool scheme, 
    should use the opportunity to show them how to use mobile phones in emergencies.

8 That older people’s groups, charities, educational establishments etc. should provide opportunities
    to develop older people’s awareness of the features and uses of their mobile phones in emergency   
   situations.
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